The Rockloop
A Compact Antenna for the 15, 20 and 30 Meter Bands
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Here is something which I threw together primarily for the benefit of hams living in apartments, etc., where an outside antenna is not allowed. I hope that they can use it!

Using it with five watts of RF power and sitting here in my shack (on the first floor of a frame cottage - not over ten feet above ground-level) I find it easy to work all over the USA, from coast-to-coast, and Canada. On 15 metres (cw, of course), I've also worked OK1HCH and DL1ET and hope for more DX when things improve (they've been quite poor over there lately.)

It seems to have little horizontal directivity but works much better when the plane of the loop is VERTICAL (coincident with theory for low antennas.) It might be more directive for local "Ground-wave" contacts, however. There is no doubt but what "fooling with" the dimensions, and the turns on the toroid, might improve, but this is what I found to be OK. No doubt, also, that the local electromagnetic environment will call for possible minor changes. The SWR runs between 2 and 3 on all bands specified.

It tunes to 15 metres with about 15 to 20 pF, to 20 metres with about 30 pF and to 30 metres with about 60 pF here. To use, just hook it to your rig, put a couple of watts into it and tune for greatest glow in tuning-lamp (greatest current). Then run output up to five watts and "blast away".

It seems truly marvellous to me that five watts into a little square of wire here in the shack can push a signal across four thousand miles of briny ocean, - truly, God's world is a marvellous place!